Lessons learned practices in the UK construction sector: current practice and proposed improvements
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Many construction companies in the UK engage in formal and informal lessons learned practices. However, such lessons learned are not always used to the best advantage to improve future projects; there is a disjoint in the effort spent obtaining lessons learned and their dissemination and use. This paper reports on research aimed at improving lessons learned practices in construction organizations. The paper investigates the gaps in current construction contractors’ practices for recording and disseminating lessons learned. A questionnaire survey of top UK construction contractors was conducted to understand current lessons learned practices; this included what the processes were, why they were used and how they were carried out. The research also investigated lessons learned content, its usefulness and the perceived barriers to dissemination. The main findings were: (1) organizations need to collectively identify the lessons needed and target those to specific audiences; (2) the content and format of the lessons learned dictate the way in which the lessons should be captured, stored and disseminated; (3) there is a gap between the tools used for obtaining lessons learned and those found to be useful; and (4) the type of lessons required changes with the context, e.g. organizational priorities and external pressures on the construction environment. The next stage of the research will be to develop these outputs to create a roadmap for the improved dissemination and use of lessons learned in construction organizations.
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Introduction

The construction industry in the UK is highly competitive with clients demanding innovative construction projects to be delivered to meet key performance targets, on-time, at reduced costs, with higher quality and fewer accidents. In response, the industry is attempting to embrace a culture of continuous improvement. The effective reuse of existing knowledge from previous projects or lessons learned could facilitate such continuous improvement resulting in better performance (and profits) with fewer mistakes, improved project team relationships and improved client relationships (Carrillo, 2004).

Gibson et al. (2007) explained how lessons learned formed a key component of companies’ knowledge. Knowledge management concerns companies’ attempts to effectively manage, store, retrieve and augment their intellectual properties (Ackerman et al., 2003). As part of this, employees should have access to the organization’s internal knowledge repositories, often referred to as ‘lessons learned’ (Davenport et al., 1998). Lessons learned also contribute to learning organizations. The concept of learning is defined as ‘the intentional use of learning processes at the individual, group and the system level to transform the organization on ways that are increasingly satisfying to all stakeholders’ (Dixon, 1999). Lessons learned, therefore, form a fundamental part of learning organizations processes because it encourages collective learning of what worked well or could be improved. This aligns with the need for team learning as advocated by Senge (1990) and Pearn et al. (1997).

Although the benefits of sharing lessons learned are well known, there is little evidence to suggest that project teams take best advantage of lessons learned.
Existing research points to numerous problems such as the fragmented nature of the industry that prevents effective feedback mechanisms to build on previous work (Orange et al., 1999; Fairclough, 2002) and the difficulties caused by the ‘one of a kind’ nature of construction projects (Koch, 2002). Further problems are created by the lack of organizational learning in the construction industry (Ruikar et al., 2007), and difficulties in work practices with projects being outside of mainstream organizational structures and control mechanisms (Scarborough et al., 2003).

Recognizing such constraints, several authors have discussed key characteristics that lessons learned programmes should include if they are to be effective. Gibson et al. (2007) suggest the following: lesson collection; lesson analysis; lesson implementation; resources; maintenance; improvement; and culture. The field of project management offers guidance for conducting lessons learned sessions (Disterer, 2002; Schindler and Eppler, 2003; Julian, 2008). Collison and Parcell (2001) recommend 12 steps to capture lessons learned as follows:

1. call for a meeting;
2. invite the right people;
3. appoint a facilitator;
4. revisit the objectives and deliverables of the project;
5. revisit the project plan or process;
6. ask ‘What went well?’;
7. find out why these aspects went well, and express the learning as advice for the future;
8. ask ‘What could have gone better?’;
9. find out what the difficulties were;
10. ensure that the participants leave the meeting with their feelings acknowledged;
11. determine ‘What next?’; and
12. record the meeting.

In construction, several systems and tools have been proposed to capture lessons learned (Kartam, 1996; Saad and Hancher, 1998; Soibelman et al., 2003; Williams, 2004; Tan et al., 2007). Tserng et al. (2009) suggest typical questions that arise during construction processes and encourage the use of risk management approaches to extract project knowledge for effective future use. The US Construction Industry Institute (2007) has also developed a Maturity Model Matrix to assess a company’s lessons learned programme and enable the identification of gaps that need to be improved.

Although guidance exists for obtaining lessons learned, there are still questions concerning the procedures for retrieving lessons learned. There are problems to be solved in handling the different file formats and storage mechanisms, alerting, retrieving and targeting lessons to those who need them most. Before measures are taken to address these problems, there is a need to understand what practices companies adopt (if at all) to capture and disseminate lessons learned. Doing so would not only give a better insight into the effectiveness of these measures, but also aid the formulation of effective strategies for disseminating lessons learned in construction organizations (Ruikar et al., 2009).

The overall aim of this research is to improve the dissemination of lessons learned in construction projects so that contractors’ project teams have access to the most relevant lessons at the most appropriate time, in the most appropriate format. The key objectives of the research are to:

1. investigate current practice for recording and disseminating lessons learned;
2. identify potential barriers for successfully disseminating lessons learned;
3. identify key factors affecting company processes to encourage a more systematic dissemination of lessons learned.

While many of the tools and systems developed for lessons learned advocate the importance of sharing, many of these are passive in nature, expecting users to find relevant lessons learned, wherever they reside. This has been a major problem as busy project teams are reluctant to do this unless forced or encouraged to do so (Schindler and Eppler, 2003). Research has yet to focus on the proactive dissemination of the lessons learned in construction organizations. It is the vision that this research will develop into a larger project that will recommend a protocol for the construction industry to record and disseminate lessons learned more effectively.

This paper is a part of a broader study that was carried out in three phases. The first investigated UK contractors’ current practices for recording and disseminating lessons learned. The second phase identified key factors that would encourage the institutionalization of lessons learned, including the factors that inhibit their use. The third phase examined how current processes could be adapted to develop a process that would embed the systematic dissemination of lessons learned within an organization’s existing practices. The findings presented in this paper cover the first stage of the project, which investigated current practices for recording and dissemination lessons learned among UK contractor companies with the view to identifying the key factors involved.

**Project performance and lessons learned**

Construction companies recognize the need to capture knowledge and thereby learn from previously
completed projects; many attempt to conduct lessons learned sessions in an effort to improve performance. In the UK, there have been many reports urging the construction sector to improve its performance. The Construction Task Force (1998) was one of the main instigators of making the industry measure performance using Key Performance Indicators. This has had a very large take-up from the UK construction industry. Other examples include the introduction of the Highways Agency’s Capability Assessment Tool (CAT) in 2003. This has ensured suppliers can only bid for public road projects based on their CAT score. More recent publications such as Constructing Excellence’s (2009) report on ‘Never Waste a Good Crisis’ and the UK’s Cabinet Office’s (2011) Government Construction Strategy have pushed contractors to become more competitive in an effort to cut project costs. This is where any learning from previous projects can play an important role.

The US Construction Industry Institute (2007) defines lessons learned as knowledge gained from experience, successful or otherwise, for improving future performance. Lessons learned can be extracted by reflecting on the experience of an activity that had taken place, helping organizations to achieve business needs and goals (Collison and Parcell, 2001). Gibson et al. (2007) provide examples that include:

- a lesson learned that is incorporated into a work process;
- a tip to enhance future performance;
- a solution to a problem or a preventative action;
- a lesson that is incorporated into a policy or a guideline; and
- an adverse situation to avoid.

However, research has shown that learning from construction projects is fraught with difficulty and numerous problems exist (Orange et al., 1999; Carrillo, 2005; Udeaja et al., 2006). Fairclough (2002, p. 23) noted, ‘with a few notable exceptions, knowledge transfer does not tend to “ripple” out from members of project teams to their companies or other organizations’ Fairclough recounted recommendations that more time and effort need to be expended on learning lessons, and organizations need to consciously develop a learning culture. Other sectors experience similar problems. Sense (2007), investigating the industrial engineering sector, identified deliberate actions and activities that need to be taken to promote learning. He highlighted ‘the emphasis should also be directed towards the situated (or social and practical) dimension of learning within each project context, rather than be confined to the narrow consideration of learning as only a cognitive process’ (p. 411). In a multi-sector study consisting of construction, arts, health care and education, Bakker et al. (2011) identified five factors that affect project learning and knowledge transfer. These include: (1) relational embeddedness (strength of the relation between two or more organizational actors); (2) cognitive embeddedness (shared interpretations between parties); (3) temporal embeddedness (history of previous working relationship); (4) absorptive capacity and (5) motivation. This study looked at the combination of these five factors on 12 case study companies and deduced two important findings. First, absorptive capacity is very important because ‘in order to successfully transfer project knowledge, the parent organization (project owner) should be made aware of the knowledge developed in the project, recognize its value, and be able to do something with it’ (p. 501). Secondly, variation in the success of project knowledge transfer cannot be explained by looking at any of the factors studied in isolation. This also relates to construction projects where these five factors are also relevant, but there is no fixed combination of factors that would provide project learning.

During a typical construction project’s lifecycle, a large number of decisions are made at the early-to-mid-stages that inform decisions in later phases and a large number of documents/drawings are generated. These measurable outputs are often a representation of the complex, intertwined and important ‘design-construct’ decisions taken by project community members (e.g. designers, contractors). Often, specialized collaborative knowledge-based systems are effective in maintaining audit trails of the drawing-document development processes. However, decisions that are intrinsic to these processes, if not adequately captured, are at a risk of loss. This negatively affects the project’s collective knowledge (Ruikar et al., 2009). From a construction project’s lifecycle perspective, it is important that lessons learned are captured at all key project phases so that they are available for future use. This is particularly important for larger projects with project timelines that run into several years. An important aspect for any project is to develop techniques and utilize tools that facilitate capture (and sharing) of lessons learned throughout the project’s lifecycle. Sometimes as project deadlines close in, these techniques are either ignored or abandoned due to the immediate need to deliver the project.

To date, much of the focus of research and industry has been on capturing lessons learned from projects. However, even if lessons learned are successfully captured, there are still numerous problems to be addressed in terms of their dissemination. Findings from previous studies (Carrillo, 2005; Carrillo et al., 2007) indicate that even when companies have established, standard processes for obtained lessons learned, there are still questions/problems as follows.
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- How to encourage staff to adhere to corporate standards for conducting and recording lessons learned?
- How to handle the different formats and storage mechanisms used?
- How to find and retrieve the lessons learned stored in a sensible format?
- How to target the lessons learned at those project teams who need it most?
- How to alert project teams about the existence of lessons learned?
- How to institutionalize lessons learned so that project teams systematically seek lessons learned before commencing new projects?

Several authors have highlighted the problems with dissemination. For example, Busby (1999) identified the time taken, cynicism and embarrassment at looking back, reluctance to destroy social relationships through blame and that it is it is better to learn from one’s experience rather than someone else’s. Van der Bij et al. (2003) stated that dissemination does not occur spontaneously, especially for those with technical backgrounds who are prone to be very individualistic. In their study, they identified three influencing factors as: (1) individual commitment; (2) organizational crises; and (3) risk-taking behaviour. They also pointed out that the most important factor is not the easiest factor to control. Wang and Noe (2010) identified issues such as fear of losing power, concern about inaccuracies, questionable value-added, criticism from others, and the social cost exposing colleagues’ errors as key reasons for not sharing knowledge. More recently, Javernick-Will (2011) identified the use of knowledge-sharing connections and networks in global, project-based organizations. She identified the need for organizational structures and controls to encourage collaboration and hence foster knowledge dissemination.

Lessons learned are essentially a form of knowledge creation and sharing. These questions reverberate with the known issues on the ‘situated’ nature of knowledge (Lave and Wenger, 1991) and the need for socialization to transfer knowledge from tacit to explicit in a continuous cycle (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). Nonaka et al. (2000) described the creation of the right conditions for ‘dynamic knowledge creation’, which include leadership. Research into the dynamic nature of learning revealed that individuals did not feel documenting learning was helpful and stressed the importance of networks (Von Zedtwitz, 2002; Newell and Edelman, 2008). However, the problems that exist in the construction sector such as work practices that inhibit the development of an organizational culture to share tacit knowledge (Quintas, 2005), the ‘blame culture’ that may inhibit sharing of knowledge and the continuous need for continuous innovation (Egbu and Robinson, 2005) are well known.

The tools and techniques used for capturing and sharing of lessons learned are not simply information management tools as they should be ‘capable’ of handling the richness, the content, and context and not just the information itself (Gallupe, 2001). They have to be selected with careful thought as to how far lessons learned can be treated as information and the extent to which lessons learned are personal, based on experience and reflection, and should remain tacit (Polyani, 1966). Learning also has a social dimension being created and shared in social groupings, within which tacit knowledge-sharing occurs (Brown and Duguid, 1991). As such, as learning takes place in specific contexts, and to varying degrees ‘situated’ (Lave and Wenger, 1991), lessons could be ‘sticky’ and difficult to transfer or share (Von Hippel, 1994). This leads to the risk of significant knowledge loss. In its latter stages, this research will, therefore, seek to find ways to improve this vital process.

Research methodology

This paper reports on the findings of a questionnaire survey of top UK construction contractors that aimed to understand current lessons learned practices. More specifically, it aimed to establish what processes are used for capturing, storing and disseminating lessons learned, the reasons why lessons learned are used and how they are carried out. The findings of this survey fed into subsequent stages of a broader study that:

- enables contractor organizations to identify the specific needs of project teams in terms of utilizing lessons learned; and
- suggests ways in which the lessons learned dissemination methods and processes can be improved to enhance adoption and realize value.

A covering letter containing a web link to the questionnaire survey was sent to senior managers of the top 122 UK construction contractors listed in the New Civil Engineer Contractors File (2010). The covering letter was addressed to Business Improvement Managers, Quality Managers, Knowledge Managers, etc. explaining the scope of the questionnaire and asking them to forward the web link to the most appropriate employees who could answer questions on the company’s Lessons Learned processes. The survey attempted to gather a view from a relatively large number of respondents (Fink, 2008; Gibson and Brown, 2009). The population sample focused on top UK construction contractors, as they were considered...
as a group most likely to have lessons learned systems in place. This approach aligns with a complementary study to understand lessons learned by Gibson et al. (2007) for US construction companies.

The survey questionnaire was developed in two stages. First, a pilot was conducted following the advice of Saunders et al. (2006), to ensure the survey questions were relevant, easy to answer, unambiguous, and without any duplications. Second, the feedback from the pilot review led to further refinement of the questionnaire. The resulting questionnaire covered the following themes:

- contextual data concerning the contractor company (nature of business, turnover, number of employees) and the respondent (their role and experience);
- reasons for conducting lessons learned;
- contents of lessons learned;
- tools and techniques to conduct and share lessons learned;
- perceived barriers to lessons learned.

Some questions were designed to capture views on the degree of usefulness, ease of accessibility, timing of the lessons captured, and the teams involved in lessons learned processes. The respondents answered questions based on a five-point Likert scale (e.g. 1 = never to 5 = always). There was also an option to provide free text answers to open-ended questions.

In all 41 surveys, responses were received from senior and middle management involved in business improvements, knowledge management, quality assurance, procurement, technical services, marketing, estimating and quantity surveying. Therefore, the views represented in this paper are of those who develop and use lessons learned. The respondent company profiles are included in Table 1. From the table, it is clear that nearly three-quarters of the companies were involved in both Design and Build and traditional contracting. Also, nearly half were involved in project management and Private Finance Initiative (PFI) projects. And 60% of the respondent companies employ in excess of 500 employees and 66% have an annual turnover of more than £100m.

**Analysis and research findings**

The findings presented in this section have been arranged thematically to match the themes of the survey questionnaire, which cover reasons for conducting lessons learned, the contents of lessons learned, tools and techniques to conduct and share lessons learned, and the perceived barriers to lessons learned.

### Reasons for conducting lessons learned

The survey asked why lessons learned were conducted and whether there were formal procedures in place in the respondents’ organizations to conduct lessons learned. Nearly three-quarters (73%) believed that there was a ‘formal’ procedure in place to capture and disseminate lessons learned. Respondents to this question were also asked to rank the reasons for conducting lessons learned, from a list suggested. The suggested reasons were those commonly cited in literature that drive knowledge management initiatives in companies such as: to comply with the company’s knowledge and quality management procedures (Gibson et al., 2007); to avoid making mistakes and repeat successes of past projects (Caldas et al., 2009); to learn from similar projects in the future (Bishop, 2009); to learn lessons from consecutive stages of ongoing projects (Tan, 2006); to provide for a competitive edge over other companies and encourage innovation (Al Ghassani, 2002).

The results suggests that lessons learned are strongly valued, despite the problems known to surround such initiatives (Figure 1). Amalgamating the response from the ‘strongly agreed’ and ‘agreed’ categories, all respondents believe that the main reason for conducting lessons learned are (1) to learn for similar projects in the
future and (2) and to avoid making mistakes and repeat successes. Similar reasons for conducting lessons learned had been cited in previous studies (Tan et al., 2007). Likewise, 95% of the respondents also believed that lessons learned should provide a competitive edge over other companies and encourage innovation. These findings complement the argument that organizational resources provide an edge for companies as competitive advantage relies on ‘what companies know and not what it owns’ (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Johannessen and Olsen, 2003).

Compared to the reasons cited above, respondents agreed to a lesser degree that they undertook lessons learned activities to learn for consecutive stages of ongoing projects, or to comply with the company procedures (Figure 1). Other reasons mentioned outside the suggested list were: (1) it helps to improve resource efficiency; (2) improves customer satisfaction; and (3) assists in the career development of the employees. Thus, there seems to be several primary and secondary objectives that drive lessons learned activities in organizations that need careful consideration in the capturing, storing and dissemination. These findings contrast with previous studies such as those by Gibson et al. (2007) that had found that employees believed that lessons learned are done as a result of management interest or that clients had motivated some contractors to start lessons learned programmes by requesting it on projects.

Types of lessons learned

If avoiding making mistakes is one of the main reasons for doing lessons learned, it is important to recognize which types of lessons learned may be used in a typical project life cycle. As experiential learning throughout a construction project can cover a very wide range of topics, the survey tried to establish the type of lessons learned that people find useful to be extracted from projects. The survey suggested a list of topics that could be captured during design, procurement, delivery and handover stages (Table 2). The respondents ranked whether these were currently included, or respondents would want to be included. As seen in Table 2, respondents described up to five areas of knowledge considered useful and further described the informally shared knowledge between colleagues. Overall, the responses suggest a strong desire to learn lessons for every stage of a project lifecycle.

Design: The main issues included in the lessons learned were planning (72%), method of work (64%), and estimating (52%). There is a strong desire for innovation to be part of lessons learned with 48% citing this as ‘currently included’ and a similar percentage wanting ‘to be included’. ‘Innovation’ was a frequently cited word in the descriptions, but not elaborated perhaps as a limitation of the survey.

Procurement and delivery: Sub-contractor procurement is selected by 64% while material procurement was identified by a half of the respondents. The results suggest that the priorities of the general construction climate in the UK play an important part in what organizations should address when generating useful lessons learned. For example, the split between ‘currently included’ and wanting ‘to be included’ lessons generated during delivery of projects are: Health and Safety and Environmental Issues strongly desired with 80% and 19%, and 72% and 20%, respectively. Site processes were less desired with a split of 52% and 50%.
Handover: Issues with snagging (64%) are part of lessons learned, while another 34% indicated a desire for lessons learned to address this area. The lessons learned that drawings can generate need further careful consideration. Fifty per cent mentioned that As-built drawings were part of lessons learned, but only another 14% indicated a desire to include this issue. In contrast, Drawings, models and sketches are ‘currently included’ in about 25% but 46% wanted ‘to be included’. The indication to extract learning from drawings needs further investigation to precisely understand the user’s requirements.

Work practices: Issues relating to work practices within one’s own organization also make an important area of knowledge in lessons learned. About a half considered knowledge about interaction with clients, design team and team work issues within the organization were ‘currently included’ with at least another 35% wanting ‘to be included’.

Tools and techniques used for lessons learned

The format and content, and the selection of appropriate tools and techniques for capturing, storing and disseminating lessons learned depend upon the type of lessons required. However, the practices that are used in reality are a result of what the organizations consider as bringing perceived benefits. Several techniques to capture (e.g. knowledge bases, post-project reviews and discussion forums) and share (e.g. Web publishing, communities of practice, intranet/extranet, instant messaging, video conferencing, face-to-face interactions, seminars, mentoring and training) lessons learned have been discussed in detail in previous studies (Ruikar et al., 2007). This survey explored the methods that are used by companies to learn from past projects and, having used such practices, whether they were considered effective.

The most commonly used practices for lessons learned activities include both explicit and tacit methods such as post-project reviews (68%), company intranet/extranet (64%), and face-to-face meetings (62%) (Table 3). Apart from these three tools and techniques, the rest are not commonly used. Telephone conversations were cited by 38% which is the next most commonly used. Other suggested practices of brainstorming, knowledge repositories, project files and minutes of meetings, technical forums and communities of practice not being very popular with less than 33% citing as being commonly used. In addition to

| Table 2 Knowledge areas currently included/should be included in lessons learned |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Project lifecycle               | Type of lessons learned | Currently included (%) respondents | Need to be included (%) respondents | Suggested areas |
| Design                          | Innovative ideas | 48 | 48 | Resourcing, risk management, variation orders, calculations of time against cost, issues from form of contract, value engineering, programme improvement |
|                                  | Estimating (rates, costs, staff) | 52 | 28 |  |
|                                  | Method of work | 64 | 30 |  |
|                                  | Planning (sequence, duration, events, programme) | 72 | 26 |  |
| Procurement                     | Sub contractor procurement | 64 | 22 |  |
|                                  | Material procurement | 50 | 32 |  |
| Delivery                        | Improvement to site processes | 52 | 48 | Failure trends, quality of workmanship, site organization, root cause of defects, corrective action from external audits |
|                                  | (materials bought, placing materials, communication) | 80 | 19 |  |
|                                  | Health and safety | 72 | 20 |  |
| Handover                        | Drawings, models, sketches | 24 | 46 |  |
|                                  | Snag lists, defects | 64 | 34 |  |
|                                  | As-built drawings, manuals to hand over | 50 | 14 |  |
| Work practices                  | Team work within the organization | 58 | 38 | Feed back from workshops, relationships with local community, employment of local people, relationships with supply chain, change management, end user experience |
|                                  | Interaction with client | 56 | 40 |  |
|                                  | Interaction with design team | 52 | 38 |  |
the listed practices, the respondents identified methods such as company Wikis, appraisals, tender approval meetings, customer satisfaction surveys, performance reviews, subcontract reviews, personal development reviews and training workshops as other commonly used methods.

However, the most informative practices rank differently with communities of practice (56%), brainstorming sessions (54%), and knowledge repositories (53%) being the most informative, followed by post-project reviews (52%) and face-to-face meetings (52%) and to a lesser extent technical forums (42%). Figure 2 groups the most commonly used practices (above and below 50%) against most informative practices (above and below 50%). Face-to-face meeting and post-project reviews were commonly used and most informative. Telephone conversations, minutes of meetings and project files were of low usage and not informative as tools and techniques for lessons learned. Company intranets were commonly used, but were considered not to be informative. Brainstorming and communities of practice that enables tacit lessons learned and knowledge repositories that enables explicit lessons learned were not commonly used tools and techniques, but considered most informative. The disparity in the techniques used and those found to be informative suggests that tools and techniques may need to be scrutinized periodically against the objectives and types of knowledge sought if they are to be more effective.

Respondents further identified measures used to prevent mistakes and repeat success of past projects. These were:

- communities of practice, which were either electronic or in the nature of conferences;
- dedicated defects avoidance teams;
- performance reviews;
- feedback into estimating;
- management of expertise in the project teams;
- analysis of failure and success;
- using lessons learned at the start of projects; and
- improving project close outs.

At this stage of the research, it is inconclusive which of the suggestions may be most effective and further research is necessary, especially from the point of the user to understand the specifics of the problem before any solution can be proposed.

**Project stages when lessons are captured**

If learning is to be made available in a useful way, the lessons learned captured and used in the typical project life cycle need to be better understood. The survey attempted to understand the different stages at which lessons learned are conducted in a typical project life cycle. The results suggest a difference in timing at which formal and informal lessons learned activities take place. Figure 3 shows most informal lessons learned activities seem to happen during the early stages of a project. During the bidding stages several informal lessons learned activities take place. The respondents described these as learning from past projects by either referring to documents or by consulting colleagues to inform the bidding process. In fact, it is during the bidding stages that most lessons learned activities happen with the highest number of respondents (about 50%) saying that this happens informally. In comparison, about 42% said that formal lessons learned activities happen immediately after completion of a project. It is also noteworthy that during construction around 25% said that lessons learned takes place formally, informally and both formally and informally, thus indicating that in this stage lessons learned in both forms is likely to happen.

Thus, to enable the aims of conducting lessons learned to avoid making mistakes and learn for similar situations, the lessons learned would have to take into account the nature of sharing that happens informally in early stages and more formally at later stages. Therefore, different types of knowledge, as highlighted in the preceding section, may be needed in different formats.

---

**Table 3** Comparative percentages of mostly used and mostly informative techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Percentage commonly used</th>
<th>Percentage most informative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-project reviews</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company intranet/ extranet</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face-to-face meetings with project team</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone conversations</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brainstorming</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge repositories</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minutes of meetings</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project files</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communities of practice</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical forums</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills and expertise database</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video conferencing</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
depending on the manner of sharing during the project life cycle. Moreover, the tools and techniques used will have to depend on whether lessons learned activities are conducted formally or informally.

Participants at lessons learned sessions

Gibson et al. (2007) suggest that a successful lessons learned programme would delegate and differentiate the roles with responsibility, given for various stages. There needs to be leadership and vision from the senior management, with delegated responsibility for generating lessons learned (capture and analysis) and also for the dissemination of lessons learned. The respondents ranked the likelihood of different roles in the company in participating in lessons learned activities. The answers of ‘always’, ‘sometimes’, ‘don’t know, “occasionally and” never’ were ranked in a Likert scale of 5–1. Scores greater than 3 suggest the likelihood of participation and scores below 3 suggest unlikely to participate.

The most common participants of lessons learned activity are project managers, contract managers and quantity surveyors. Other members closely associated with the project team such as commercial managers, design managers, health and safety managers and regional managers were the next group of people likely to be involved. Those members considered as external to the core project team such as business improvement managers, sub-contractor representatives and client’s representatives were less likely to participate in lessons learned activity. There seem to be an apparent division between the project team and others in the involvement of lessons learned. This issue needs further investigation.
to understand whether lessons learned are considered as the ‘insider’ experience of particular groups and if so, how this may affect capturing, sharing and accessibility of lessons learned across teams. Business improvement managers are known to be closely associated with lessons learned as developers of infrastructure for enabling learning, but it is noteworthy that their disassociation in the implementation stages has been highlighted (Table 4).

**Perceived barriers to lessons learned**

Several authors have discussed barriers to learning and sharing. For example, Carrillo (2004) suggests that the lack of senior level support and vision is a common occurrence attributing to failures in learning in construction companies. Al Ghassani (2003) argues that the lack of an organizational culture for learning and willingness to share poses a barrier to knowledge-sharing and further argues that people like rewards but that these have to be carefully managed for desired outcomes. Bishop (2009) recommends that developing technical infrastructure such as including intranet, internet and repositories, and outlets to such as (teams, relationships and networks, brainstorming, communities of practice) could overcome obstacles for the successful sharing of knowledge.

In order to improve usage of lessons learned, the survey attempted to capture the accessibility to lessons learned because of known problems that inhibit sharing. Depending on the manner in which lessons learned are presented, they can create disputes with individuals or departments being blamed for errors, they may carry commercially sensitive information which companies do not want to share openly or could give rise to legal claims if errors in construction are openly discussed (Carrillo *et al.*, 2007; Gibson *et al.*, 2007).

These suggested barriers in literature were presented as answer choices in the survey. In general, respondents thought that none of the reasons suggested were barriers for either implementing or improving a lessons learned strategy in their companies. Figure 4 shows the lack of incentives was the highest scoring barrier followed by lack of a learning culture. In fact, very few respondents strongly agreed on any reason with a clear split of opinions about barriers suggested. There was disagreement that the lack of a learning culture was a reason, or being unaware of value-added or the lack of technical infrastructure or outlets to share lessons learned. The respondents were given the choice to provide other barriers. The issues noted were: (1) pressure of time to devote to lessons learned; (2) the reluctance to share problems; and (3) that lessons learned exercises are too generic to be of value. This split in opinion and other reasons mentioned earlier in this paper brings us to question whether the underlying problem rests in other issues. The earlier findings of this paper highlighted issues about the content of available lessons learned (Table 2), their usefulness and whether tools and techniques used are geared to the nature of learning sought (Table 3 and Figure 2).

Taking another perspective, over 50% of respondents were neutral or disagreed with the list of barriers provided. The greatest disagreements were about the lack of outlets to share lessons learned and obtaining senior management support.

The respondents were further asked to select the level of access to lessons learned from a list of five (Table 5). While 66.7% stated that lessons learned are open to all (Table 5). While 66.7% stated that lessons learned are open to all, the remaining 33.3% stated different types of restrictions. Such restrictions may indicate some of the barriers that are to be overcome if more learning through experience is to be encouraged through lessons learned programmes.

The respondents also indicated their own views about how sharing of lessons learned could be improved as follows:

- raising awareness of the existing lessons learned and effective distribution;
- simplifying and coordinating the available systems;
- gearing lessons learned to the roles of individuals;
- improving the sharing culture within the industry;
- incentives of different kinds;
- incorporating lessons learned into operating procedures;
- improving feedback mechanisms; and
- creating champions for lessons learned.

These ideas will need to be assessed in more detail in the next stage of work when a strategy for improvement is proposed.

---

**Table 4** Participants of lessons learned

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood of participation</th>
<th>Rating average (out of 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract manager</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity surveyor</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design co-ordinator</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial manager</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and build manager</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and safety co-ordinator</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional managers</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client’s representatives</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-contractors’ representatives</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business improvement manager</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Towards improving current practices

This paper investigated the current practices for recording and disseminating lessons learned, identified potential barriers for disseminating lessons learned, and identified key factors affecting company processes to encourage a more systematic dissemination of lessons learned. Some of the key themes that the results suggested are as follows.

Prioritizing and sharing objectives

The reasons for conducting lessons learned programmes are varied and range from project-based objectives that require specific types of knowledge to facilitate individual roles within projects to corporate-based objectives such as business improvement (Figure 1). Liebowitz and Megbolugbe (2003) support this by highlighting the need for both company directors and professionals to identify the areas of knowledge to be captured. Therefore, if programmes are to be effective, organizations will have to develop and structure their programmes prioritizing the organization’s objectives (Carrillo, 2005; Gibson et al., 2007). For example, if learning to make fewer mistakes and repeat success are the primary intention as shown in Figure 1, lessons learned would need to capture precise problems and describe successful and unsuccessful solutions in relation to those problems (Weiser and Morrison, 1998).

As revealed in the findings, lessons learned programme designers and project users seem to be at different ends of the spectrum. The respondents who design and drive lessons learned do not participate in the lessons learned sessions to understand what is required, and therefore, how to amend and improve the feedback loops. Moreover, success will also largely depend on meeting the needs of the users. Thus, those who drive it and use it would need to share the same objectives.

Content and format of lessons learned

Such sharing of objectives would enable the format and content of lessons learned captured to be geared to the nature of use. O’Dell and Grayson (1998) pointed out the need to use a framework such as the APQC’s Process Classification Framework to make project information more readily accessible. The findings suggested that sharing of lessons learned mostly happen informally at the bidding stages of a project (see Figure 3). If this is to be facilitated through a lessons learned programme, the nature of lessons learned to be generated, formats for easy sharing and therefore the selection of tools and techniques would be influencing factors in the learning loop. Similarly, formal lessons learned activities mostly take place immediately after the completion of the project (Figure 3). Given the popularity of Post-Project Reviews and the Intranet, these tools and techniques should be recommended for capturing and sharing at this stage.

As most of the lessons learned currently captured and shared in Post-Project Reviews and intranets are descriptions of events and remedial action, the format of lessons learned would need to improve to extract learning. Companies may need to address the questions of ‘Do lessons learned address objectives at project level...
The range of tools and techniques available for managing knowledge has been in the public domain for over a decade (Ruggles, 1997; Tiwana, 2000). The results suggest that tacit and explicit tools and techniques cited by Ruikar et al. (2007) are still used for recording and disseminating lessons learned with varying degrees of popularity. Post-project reviews, face-to-face meetings and company intranets are popular, but other tools and techniques show a remarkably low degree of usage (less than 32%) for capturing and disseminating lessons learned. In fact, tacit techniques such as brainstorming, telephone conversations and explicit techniques such as minutes of meetings, knowledge repositories and project files are used by less than a third, while technical forums, communities of practice, knowledge repositories are used by less than a quarter. Despite what is currently used, results suggest a desire for tacit techniques such as brainstorming, technical forums, and communities of practice and for explicit tools such as knowledge repositories and skills and expertise base. This gap between the usage and usefulness of tools and techniques would need to be further investigated in relation to the format, content and nature of sharing of lessons learned (Table 3). For example, brainstorming was thought to be useful although not used as some of the other techniques (Figure 2). Although this survey cannot comment on how brainstorming sessions are conducted in different companies, typically brainstorming requires a group of individuals to focus on a problem and intentionally propose as many deliberately unusual solutions as possible through pushing the ideas as far as possible. Only when the brainstorming session is over are the ideas evaluated (Tsui, 2002). As such, it raises a question about what users may consider as useful lessons learned. Does this indicate the nature of learning required to address users’ need in busy environment of construction? Is there a gap in the process for a Lesson Analysis phase as Gibson et al. (2007) suggest where information is extracted from previous projects to create ideas applicable to other contexts and situations? Perhaps, as suggested, an analysis phase for lessons learned activities, which does not happen in the UK at present, might be needed and therefore the capture and storage of lessons learned, would need to facilitate such analysis.

Publicizing lessons learned
Quintas et al. (1997) pointed out the importance of ensuring knowledge is distributed to those people in the organization who need it. This proposal covers two main strands. First, access to the lessons learned recorded and secondly, how those lessons learned are publicized. Table 5 showed more than a third of respondents cited certain restrictions in accessing lessons learned. Thus, any improvement would have to consider the extent to which lessons learned need to be transferred between project teams to foster corporate learning and how best this should be done. This would have to take cognizance of any confidentiality issues that need to be kept within team boundaries only. Secondly, respondents were helpful in proposing ways in which the awareness of existing lessons learned could be improved. The analogy here is that lessons learned could be considered in need of a ‘public relations make-over’. In other words, responsibility must be allocated to publicizing the lessons learned and ensuring that when employees attempt to retrieve those lessons learned, it is easy to do, relevant and useful.

Generating dynamic lessons learned
The priorities in knowledge areas currently required were for issues relating to construction practices in:

- health and safety;
- environmental issues; and
- innovation.

These reflect the current climate of the practice and UK government priorities, which may change from time to time (Table 2). Lessons learned therefore need mechanisms to recognize that lessons that users may find useful are not static, but are dynamic with the priorities of the sector in general. These findings were used to inform the conclusions developed in the next section.

Conclusions
This research set out to understand the reasons for conducting lessons learned, contents of lessons learned, the tools and techniques used to conduct and share lessons learned and the perceived barriers to lessons learned. This research revealed that lessons learned are primarily conducted to:

- learn from similar past projects to avoid repeating mistakes;
- ensure that past successes are replicated in future projects;
• gain a competitive edge over other companies;
• avoid corporate ‘brain drain’, a problem compounded by redundancies and retirement;
• encourage innovation.

There is, therefore, a need for a sustained effort by the owners of lessons learned processes to identify the priorities within their company where the effects of knowledge loss are most felt. This prioritization of needs should influence the decisions on the most suitable tools and techniques to capture learning and facilitate sharing. The content of what is to be captured and shared also follows on from these needs.

The format and content of the lessons learned depend on the nature of sharing that clearly differs along the project lifecycle. For example, the study found that more informal lessons learned are shared during the early stages of a project, whereas more formal activities to capture and share seem to happen during the final stages.

Tools and techniques to capture and store lessons learned should enable different forms of sharing at these various stages. The disparity revealed in the usage and usefulness of tool and techniques could be linked to the insensitivity of tools and techniques to these differences. Company processes need to build in feedback loops to periodically assess their effectiveness, recognizing that needs change and therefore, the type of lessons learned needed.

Accessibility and publicity of lessons learned need to be resolved, if company objectives in investing in lessons learned are to be realized. One important finding of this research is that vast quantities of project data are being collected and stored in company repositories. This is primarily driven by the company’s knowledge management strategy, but there seems to be little done to incentivize staff to exploit these repositories for a host of reasons. This indicates that while the companies have taken positive steps to initiate ‘lessons learned’ capture, the benefits of ‘learning’ are not realized. More needs to be done to not only ensure that the lessons are accessible to those who need them, when they need them; but also to ensure that the validity and integrity of the lessons learned are continually monitored.

In the current unstable economic climate and growing global competition, it is recognized that only the fit can survive in the long term. Long-term survival is largely dependent on a company’s ability to ‘ride the tide’ by generating and exploiting innovative ideas and bringing to market those products, services and management approaches that differentiate it from its rivals. While most companies may dismiss this statement as something of a cliché, only a few take proactive measures to ensure that every employee has both, the means and the will to help the organization realize its knowledge potential. Unlike replicable business models that focus on cost, quality and time-based competitiveness, a knowledge-based approach is a unique aspect of competitiveness that cannot be easily replicated and hence of value for long-term survival. Recognizing this is the first step towards realizing the value.

A limitation of this research is that the findings represented the views of those based in companies’ head offices that drive lessons learned and therefore may not fully represent the views of project teams. As well as building corporate infrastructure, the needs of key users in the project teams should be understood. The next stage of this research will investigate these questions to propose how lessons learned methods and processes can be adapted to encourage systematic dissemination of lessons learned in order to increase their adoption.
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